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The Future is Bright for ShadyVEU
Protecting your eyesight is even more important than protecting your wallet, and with
ShadyVEU you can do both. ShadyVEU knows its stuff when it comes to sun protection since it
was founded in Los Angeles in 2015 by CEO Jasmin Molina. When it comes to the best
sunglasses websites, it is the premium place to buy for a fraction of the price. Molina started
ShadyVEU to provide affordable and stylish prescription eyeglasses, so we can all enjoy the
"VEUs" life gives us and in the end, simply be able to visualize our best and most stylish futures!
Never a company to ever sacrifice quality, ShadyVEU is known for its trendy round 80’s style
sunglasses with the darkest tint available. Retro sunglasses, polarized sunglasses, mirrored or
oversized sunglasses, ShadyVEU offers everything men and women are looking for. The
company has proven especially popular for those looking for dark sunglasses for migraines.
And ShadyVEU doesn't just want its sunglasses to protect its customers' eyes. They want to
protect others, as well. When you buy a pair of ShadyVEU sunglasses, they donate a portion of
the sales to people in need of reading glasses all over the world. Molina spent several years in the
medical field and realized how desperate the need was to protect everyone’s vision while never
sacrificing looks for safety. Beginning in her parents’ garage to evolve to what the company now
is, Molina saw what she needed to do. Check out Shady For a Cause on ShadyVEU.com to see
how your purchase is the most ethical choice when it comes to shopping for sunglasses.
So what are you waiting for? Get to know this affordable, trendy and charitable site. With every
possible color, style, and lens available ShadyVEU.com is your place for shopping for
sunglasses. Available on Amazon, too!

